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Executive Summary 
 

The Cryptographically Secured Asset (Crypto) is a rapidly emerging investment class. The 

evolution and convergence of computer science, communications, automation, artificial 

intelligence, and economics is enabling market participants to define, unlock, and exchange 

value across various economic rubrics that are cryptographically secured. Each crypto is secured 

by an algorithm that attempts to govern consensus within the economic model that the crypto 

defines. The technical design, approach, and details are nuanced by use case, community, and 

purpose. The footprints are vast, overwhelming, and need structure to understand. Traditional 

models do not suffice.  

 

Crypto assets are opening new 

economic paradigms. 

Cryptographically secured assets 

have the potential to impact all 

industries, and the revolutionary 

convergence of combined 

knowledge bases is demanding 

an extreme learning curve. 

 

We believe the programmable global economy is upon us. While there are incredible 

sociological implications to consider for a world where autonomous districts, corporations, and 

citizens exist, our efforts are focused on educating the masses so that less of us wonder: What 

is it? 

 

In this paper, we share our views and framework for classifying Crypto assets. Our goal is to 

help bridge the gap in understanding and paint a picture of how the puzzle pieces fit together. 

Each category may change over time with community input and changes to the overall 

landscape of digital assets. We anticipate consolidation, regulation, and innovation will play a 

large part in the future of any framework due to the fast pace of development and varying 

levels of adoption. Several protocols and sectors will likely move into a legal framework as 

regulation unfolds. 
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Classification Overview 
 
Crypto assets are emerging rapidly. Some are organic, as others are child-chains, forks, bonus 
tokens, or airdrops of other assets. From an investment and portfolio construction perspective, 
traditional sector and industry attributes are quite informative and will take a more robust 
shape as the asset class evolves. However, a higher view is needed to understand the evolution 
of the asset class as whole, monitor its mutation, and tie it back to an economic value model 
within each asset type. Our framework for this iteration will cover two aspects of the crypto 
asset class:  
 

1. Crypto Economic Sector – Economic role in a distributed and programmable economy.  
2. Protocol Category – Category that aims to create context to its natural system of rules in 

which it operates. 
 

Each classification from the top down is enabled by the formation of the sector or protocol(s) 

above it. Lower level Economic Sectors and Protocols are generally more dependent upon the 

preceding classifications. 

 

Tertiary Attributes not specifically addressed in this paper: Legal Framework, Taxation, Platform, Parent Token, Proof Type, 

Algorithm, Supply Economics, Genesis Methodology, Centralization Rating, Technical Governance Model, Team Location, 

Traditional Industry/Sector Classifications. 
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Crypto Economic Sectors 
 

We begin in a top-down view of all assets in a category called Crypto Economic Sector. The top-

down relationship structure is in the context of the evolution of the asset class akin to a family 

tree. The graphic on the previous page could also be inverted to better visualize a building block 

perspective. While the asset class is in its rooting phase, we’ll keep the perspective as-is. 

We’ve identified six Crypto Economic Sectors. Each sector is aimed at identifying its economic 

role. This current framework aims to inform and bring structure to future legal and regulatory 

movements. By design, we avoided using the term security. Its definition by the U.S. Securities 

Exchange Commission and testing via the Howey Test may prove to be outdated. 

 

Cryptocurrency 
Definition from Merriam-Webster: any form of currency that only exists digitally, that 

usually has no central issuing or regulating authority but instead uses a decentralized 

system to record transactions and manage the issuance of new units, and that relies 

on cryptography to prevent counterfeiting and fraudulent transactions. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cryptocurrency 

Primary Use/Purpose: Make payments and transfer value. 

Common Protocol Categories: Payment Ledger 

 

Infrastructure/Platform Coin 
A variation of cryptocurrencies which serve as a vehicle to make payments within an 

ecosystem that enables market participants to develop other critical protocol categories 

for a distributed and programmable economy. Infrastructure/Platform Coins enable 

broad access to one or more specific protocol resources in addition to payment ledgers. 

More increasingly, they may be considered hybrid because they enable several protocol 

categories to further evolve as a Platform Coin of sorts. All Infrastructure/Platform coins 

have their own mainnet ledger or blockchain.  

Primary Use: Allow market participants to access one or more building block resources to further evolve 

the economic footprint of a programmable economy.  

Common Protocol Categories: Smart Contracts/Applications, Hybrid, Legal/Governance, Communication, 

Capital Markets, Privacy, Identity/Authenticity, Asset Exchange, Interoperability, Computing Power, 

Data/Record Storage, Artificial Intelligence. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cryptocurrency
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Utility Token 
A derivative of cryptocurrencies that serve as a medium of exchange to access specific 

protocols that are developed on the ledger (mainnet) of other cryptocurrencies or 

infrastructure coins. Utility tokens are generally used as gas to operate specific protocols 

or specific applications. Once spent in exchange for goods or services, these tokens need 

to be re-purchased. Utility tokens are unique in that they live on mainnet or blockchain 

of another asset(coin), and generally do not have a native economic incentive (other 

than speculation) to hold that’s larger than the benefits of use.  

Primary Use: Allow market participants to access a specific distributed resource, application, goods, or 

service.  

Common Protocol Categories: Smart Contracts/Applications, Legal/Governance, Communication, Capital 

Markets, Privacy, Identity/Authenticity, Asset Exchange, Interoperability, Computing Power, Data/Record 

Storage, Artificial Intelligence, Prediction Markets. 

 

Asset-Backed Tokens 
Asset-backed tokens generally commoditize the digital world by linking centralized 

world resources with distributed world resources. Legal and governance frameworks 

commonly provide assurance as to the valuation model applied. Assets backing the 

token may be hard resources, digital resources, debt, equity ownership, cashflows, or 

centralized power structures. In traditional centralized economies, the assets backing a 

financial instrument are non-digital in nature. In the crypto economy, assets can be 

digital in nature due to the decentralization and immutability characteristics, as well as 

the predictable cashflow incentive systems that may be natively involved through 

holding the asset (known as staking).  

Primary Use: Pooling Resources, Capital Structure and Formation, Investment, Store of Value, and Linkage 

to Domestic Economy. 

Common Protocol Categories: Computing Power, Data/Record Storage, Artificial Intelligence, 

Applications, Fiat Token, Equity Token, Commodity Token, Debt Token, Decentralized Districts, 

Organizations, Agents 

 

Autonomous Entities 
These entities can be geographical or virtual districts, for-profit or non-profit 

organizations, or agents that are governed by a programmed design specification to 

fulfill any given objective. They commonly have Governance/Rights/App tokens 

attached, which provide authority to govern or access its input and output domain.  

Primary Use: Automating Resource Utilization, including physical, digital, and virtual. Automating Business 

Objectives and Governance. Use cases are vast, and possibly the most transformational segment globally.  
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Common Protocol Categories: Either Centralized or Decentralized Autonomous Districts, Organizations, 

or Agents, Fiat, Equity, Debt, Commodity, and Rights Tokens. May be parent or child tokens. 

 

Stakeholder Tokens 
Tokens that define the market participant’s level of interaction with an Entity, Asset, 

Protocol, or Application. Unlike utility tokens, stakeholder tokens are not spent, rather 

they are held to verify specific authorization or authenticate specific rights.  

Primary Use: Interacting with the ecosystem. Voting, Proving Ownership, gaining access to systems, apps, 

or data, controlling autonomous districts, organizations, or Agents. 

Common Protocol Categories: Governance Token, Rights Token, App Token 

 

Protocol Categories 
 

Protocol Categories aim to create context to the natural system of rules in which it operates 

and/or acts as a platform for other sectors and protocols to develop and interface with. A well-

designed protocol will deliver a cryptography framework and economic logic that enables 

trustless and borderless exchange of value. Due to the complexity and current evolutionary 

state of the crypto asset ecosystem, several protocols may be used within multiple economic 

sectors. Although there may be unclear regulatory and legal classifications for many groupings, 

together the economic sector and protocol category begin to highlight nuances that will be 

important for a formalized regulatory framework. As the asset class evolves in the intermediate 

term, we expect to define a separate legal category for all assets directly reflecting its status as 

a security or otherwise. 

 

Smart Contracts/Applications  
Cryptographically secured logic written in code that is stored in a distributed ledger technology 

and that directly controls the transfer of value, data, resources, or ownership thereof. 

Blockchain, Tangle, and Hashgraph are three examples of distributed ledger technologies (DLT), 

which attempt to form immutable ledger consensus through cryptography. Smart Contracts are 

written on top of DLTs. The Applications protocol category is a subset of specialized smart 

contracts that focus on providing market participants a platform to build applications that mesh 

together other distributed protocols. These tokens give market participants access to 

development resources on cryptographically secured distributed ledgers.  
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Legal and Governance 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling risk 

management and controls for processes, rules, resources, and systems. 

 

Communication 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling 

communications including: media, content curation, messaging, and data transfer on 

cryptographically secured distributed ledgers. 

 

Capital Markets 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling financing and 

capital formation on cryptographically secured distributed ledgers. 

 

Privacy 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling privacy and 

anonymity of transactions and ownership on cryptographically secured distributed ledgers. 

 

Identity/Authenticity 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling verification of 

identity or authenticity of market participants, products, or data on cryptographically secured 

distributed ledgers. 

 

Asset Exchange  
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focuses on enabling trade on 

cryptographically secured distributed ledgers.  

 

Interoperability 
This protocol creates a seamless communication standard that links assets together, allowing 

value exchange across multiple assets or ledgers. Protocols enabling assets to operate in 

conjunction can be a linkage of real world assets, or a bridge across private and/or public 

distributed ledgers.  
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Computational Power 
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focus on enabling scalable, 

permissionless, trustless access to computational resources on cryptographically secured 

distributed ledgers. The computational protocol is typically an infrastructure coin or utility 

token. However, if there’s a native economic incentive to hold the asset, the Asset-Backed 

token would apply.  

 

Data/Record Storage  
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focus on enabling scalable, 

permissionless, trustless access to data or record storage resources on cryptographically 

secured distributed ledgers. The data/record storage protocol is typically an infrastructure coin 

or utility token. However, if there’s a native economic incentive to hold the asset, the Asset-

Backed token would apply.  

 

Artificial Intelligence  
This protocol is a subset of specialized smart contracts that focus on enabling use of computers 

and software that are focused on cognitive computing functions. These tokens give market 

participants scalable, permissionless, trustless access to cognitive computer resources on 

cryptographically secured distributed ledgers. The artificial intelligence protocol is typically an 

infrastructure coin or utility token. However, if there’s a native economic incentive to hold the 

asset, the Asset-Backed token would apply. Machine learning agents/algorithms would be 

considered a subset of this category. 

 

Fiat Tokens  
Fiat Tokens are tokens that are back by or pegged to Fiat currencies.  

 

Equity Tokens 
Equity Tokens represent ownership in a corporation on a distributed ledger technology. 

Typically, equity tokens have voting rights attached.  

 

Debt Tokens 
Debt Tokens represent a debt obligation on a distributed ledger technology. 
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Commodity Tokens  
These tokens are backed by a specific unit of physical resources. Primary examples would be: 

Oil, Gasoline, Corn, Wheat, Soy, Hogs, Cattle, Aluminum, Steel, Real Estate, or other physical 

resources such as shipping containers, which can be commoditized through tokenization. 

 

Autonomous Districts  
These tokens represent a physical or virtual space where other token protocols interact 

autonomously within the control or oversight of the district. One example is a municipal or 

sovereign district, which are geographically secured zones that control access to protocol 

resources such as tokenized wind, solar, or other energy resources that are required for 

autonomous organizations and agents. 

 

Autonomous Organizations  
Autonomous Organizations have operating and/or governance bylaws written into smart 

contract code. Typically, these organizations would have governance, equity, or debt tokens 

corresponding to them. Commonly these are referred to as Decentralized Autonomous 

Organizations(DAO). 

 

Autonomous Agents 
Autonomous Agents are physical or virtual resources that are capable of definable tasks. Tasks 

may include governance, economic and financial management, people management, labor, 

data collection, feedback sensors, etc. 

 

Governance Tokens 
These tokens provide the holder a voting control over the technical design, economic design, or 

purpose of an Autonomous District, Organization, or Agent. 

 

Rights Tokens 
Rights Tokens interface directly with a natural person or autonomous agent. These tokens 

control access to digital or natural world resources or processes. They may control access to 

charging stations, physical access to geographical districts, right to bear arms, purchase 

ammunition, right to vote, or other constitutional constructs that are digitized via smart 

contracts. 
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Application Tokens 
Application tokens are used to access a specific application. Typically, they are one-time use 

and require a repurchase for the next use. The application requiring a token could be either 

decentralized or centralized. The crypto economic sector for application specific tokens can be: 

Stakeholder tokens only if designed for validating access to specific applications, Asset-backed 

tokens if there are economic incentives for holding the application token, or Utility Tokens if 

the token is exchanged(spent) for goods and services or powers a platform that can be built 

upon as infrastructure to the ecosystem as a whole. Commonly, the utility token archetypes 

result in migration to their own mainnet, which results in a specific or hybrid protocol category 

within the Infrastructure/Platform Coin economic sector.  

Fitting the Pieces Together 
In this brave new world of tokenized and distributed value exchange, the convergence we’re 

witnessing is much greater than just the synergistic collision of academic knowledge bases. The 

network effect driven growth was initially driven not only by thought leaders and innovators 

with visionary mindsets, but by many of the same visionaries who are also driving a cultural 

revolution. In many ways, it’s a full-hearted attempt to push back against the sovereign 

domains that control the highest levels of finance. It’s about freedom from a system that 

appears rigged and rampant with collusion and corruption. Without a doubt, we’re on a 

collision course between those wanting to be free, those who driven by wealth and control, and 

those who are fearful of missing out(speculators). As long as the internet is alive and well, the 

connected renaissance we’re witnessing will be difficult to avoid. Regardless, the pieces and 

building blocks seem to look the same.  

Each building block or protocol is a unique set of tools for building an ecosystem that can be 

tailored, monitored, and controlled by design. While each design structure introduces various 

levels of economic control, centralization tendencies, and technical capabilities, they also 

interface with various knowledge domains. The boundaries of applying cryptographically 

secured asset technology are difficult to imagine. On one side of the spectrum there are 

protocols for a trustless autonomous asset reserve system that competes with central banks. 

On the other side, we’re looking at cognitive machine learning algorithms that are 

autonomously aimed to control human perception through advanced marketing techniques. 

Somewhere in the middle we’re seeing identity solutions that strike a nerve against voter fraud, 

identity theft, and data privacy.  

As we move forward together as a global society, we’ll have to face some of the biggest 

challenges in over a century. Regulation is taking center stage to protect consumers, and 

competition among nation states to protect their sovereign currency is lurking in the shadows. 

Aside from spearheading practical governance and regulation, immediate attention is needed in 

formulating purposefully-built teams to help guide governments, corporations, institutions, and 
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the broader investment community in understanding the inherent complexities, risks, and 

opportunities. We need to formulate and develop investment teams for the next generation 

investment portfolios. Discussing risk-adjusted returns and basic portfolio exposures is no 

longer enough for investment teams. The very essence of future investment portfolios will need 

to adapt and harness the power of a tokenized programmable global economy. Whether its 

proof of stake, proof of ownership, proof of work, proof of intelligence, proof of time, proof of 

rights, proof of outcome, proof of existence, proof of cognition, proof of perception, or proof of 

inception, there will be computers running consensus algorithms as tollways and access points 

to our daily lives. As a measure of prudent care, we need investment teams to have expert 

resources outside of the traditional financial domains to fully examine the various risks and 

rewards, and develop an understanding of how to construct a well-rounded portfolio in the 

crypto asset ecosystem. 

In addition to augmenting the structure of investment teams, we’ll need to expand the 

knowledge domains within traditional finance. Cryptographically secured assets and distributed 

ledger technology require specific valuation methods. Corporate valuation methods also need 

to incorporate the complexities around opportunities and risks as corporations begin to expand 

their exposure in blockchain and distributed ledger technologies. 

Our goal at Alpha Beta Consulate is to seek out partnerships and assemble teams of experts 

who can guide institutional investors, financial professionals, and investment pioneers into this 

new world of the programmable global economy.  

 

For more information about our crypto asset research, smart-beta crypto indices, and crypto benchmarks indices, 

please visit us at CryptoPowerRanks.com. 


